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Welcome to the first volume of the REACH
Reader! Here you will find funny stories,
useful tips, training games and client
successes.

The 7pm Zoomies
evening. My furry , four-legged
furniture movers have run of the
house, and their antics usually
just make me laugh – but if you
are in a situation where it could
cause an issue; there’s a
relatively easy solution.
Since the timing is consistent;
let’s say for the sake of example
7:00, just plan an activity that
starts at 6:50 and lasts about 15
minutes. This could be training,
a short walk, or even a game of
hide and seek. Just give your pup
something physically active to
do during his Zoomie time, and
peace will be restored!
Does your dog get the 7pm
zoomies? Let us know!

Have a picture or story you’d like to
see included? Send it to us!
info@reachk9.com
Events

I don’t know what it is. Every
night, around the same time, no
matter what’s going on, my dogs
decide to take laps around the
house. This sudden burst of
energy overtakes them, and they
act like lunatics for a few minutes
every night. When I talked to
other people; I found out that
their dogs also got a little nutty
at a certain time every day! I’ve
dubbed it the 7pm zoomies and
I have no explanation for it. For
most people, this phenomenon
occurs between 6-8:00 in the

March 4, 2017
CGC & CLASS test day

Dates to Know:
Jan 14 - National Dress Up Your Pet Day
Jan 21 - Squirrel Appreciation Day
Feb 20 - National Love Your Pet Day
Feb 23 - National Dog Biscuit Day
Mar 13 - National K9 Veterans Day
Mar 23 - National Puppy Day
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Story

Some days…

Step 1:
• Sit on the ground with your dog
• Put a yummy treat in your hand, and close your
fingers around it (make a fist)
• Extend your hand out to your dog, but keep it on
the ground
• Let your dog sniff and lick; but don’t do anything
• Eventually, he will paw at your hand – capture it!
Click, praise and reward!
• Practice this until you can hold your hand out an
inch or two off the ground, and your dog puts his
paw on it

Step 2:
• Add a cue – extend your hand, and just before your
pup’s paw comes off the ground, say ‘shake!’
• Gradually raise the height of your hand, until you
can stand up and put your hand out

Step 3:
• Fade out the food lure
• Extend your hand, but keep the reward in the
opposite hand
• Cue your dog to ‘shake’
• When your dog puts his paw up, reward from the
opposite hand
Remember to practice with both paws!

Book of the month:

The Puppy Book!
My latest release
is now available!
Starting from the
moment your decide
to get a puppy
through the first few
weeks home; this
book is a collection
of advice I have given
on everything from
choosing a breed to
laying a foundation for
learning.
Enjoy!

I’m a trainer, so I must have
some pretty awesome dogs,
right? Well – I do have
awesome dogs, but they
aren’t perfect. They are living
beings with their own wills.
Most days we live together
pretty harmoniously. We
accept each other as is. But
every once in a while, our
wills clash. Usually on a day
I’m trying to demonstrate something, or film something, or I’m silly
enough to try to show off. There is no better way to get a dog to stop
doing something than saying “Hey! Watch this!”. These are the days
I have to take a step back, take a deep breath and remind myself to
not take life so seriously.
Emotions run down the leash. The more angry/frustrated/upset you
become, the less you are able to communicate in a meaningful way to
your dog. You will never solve a problem by getting mad at it!
When something isn’t going right, you need to look at the situation
and figure out why. Usually the first question I ask myself is “Have I
taught her what I’m asking?” Let’s say she jumps on a guest with an
enthusiastic greeting. Have I ever taught her not to jump? Have I
taught her I prefer her to sit quietly? We cannot just assume the dog
should magically know what we want.
The next question I ask is “Has she ever had to do it in this
environment?” Dogs, in general, are poor at generalizing a
command. Just because a dog knows ‘sit’ and performs it beautifully
in your living room doesn’t mean they will do the same thing outside,
or in the presence of novel stimuli.
If the answer to the above two questions is yes, then I look at the
picture as a whole and ask “What’s wrong?” What is the reason my
dog might not be willing to do something? She knows ‘Down’ really
well, she does it every where I ask, even with a lot of distraction, why
wont she lay down here? Hmmm…. Oh! The pavement is too hot.
There’s a colony of ants. There’s something spilled on the ground! Got
it! Move to a different area, and the problem is resolved.
Dogs can have a lot of attitude. I have experienced it first hand.
Generally though, when they fail to do something, they have a reason.
A lack of communication, or lack of education really isn’t the dog’s
fault. She can only do what she’s been taught. If the dog has a physical
ailment, it’s also not his fault. If the dog has been taught a negative
association, you can understand why he might not be so compliant
with your request. At the end of the day, we are too quick to assume
a dog is ‘misbehaving’ or being stubborn, or is a ‘bad dog’., when the
problem really lies at the other end of the leash!
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Leash Reactivity – Part 1

Friendship Collars

Why does it happen?
A leash is obviously a very
necessary walking tool to ensure
our dogs remain safe and is even a
legal requirement in some areas.
It is, however, one of the more
neglected aspects of dog keeping, and, because of this, it is a source of problems.
Many dog-dog and dog-human aggression and chase cases that we see have
inadequate leash preparation as a major contributing factor in the development
of the problem. Why is this? Well, we look at it from the perspective of the 3Rs
and their consequences:
Reduction = Anxiety / Restriction = Frustration / Restraining = Arousal
The first R is REDUCTION – this encompasses a key problem with being on a leash
- that the dog has reduced ability and opportunities to implement coping
mechanisms. Coping mechanisms are the set of behaviors animals implement
when feeling stressed. It has been found that these reduce levels of circulating
stress hormones and, therefore, contrary to original belief, serve a clear function
to the animal. The obvious and principal one for most animals is the choice to
fight or flight. Opportunities for both of these are reduced on the leash. This
means that on a leash, dogs have a reduced capacity to cope with negative
associations that they may encounter. Further to this, less problematic coping
mechanisms like fleeing, hiding, seeking out owner, lip licking and other signals
are relatively ineffective in making the trigger disappear.
This is where the animal must then get creative after exhausting the more
typical responses and may lunge, redirect onto the owner or a canine
companion, redirect onto the lead or even redirect onto itself. This is when they
are often presented to me for “strange” problems, which relate to exhausting
the limited potential coping strategies that are available and effective when on
a leash.
The second R is RESTRICTION and relates to dogs not having access to the things
that they wish to access. The more arousing these things that they want to
access are, the more problematic this can be! This results in frustration, and
frustration can cause a lot of problems:
-It can generalize from, for example, one individual dog to all dogs, creating a
barking, lunging mess at the site of another dog.
-It can result in redirecting and other
inappropriate behaviors, putting you
and your dog in harm’s way.
-It can develop into a negative
association, creating a dog that now,
for example, doesn’t like other dogs
from a dog that loved them too much.

Did you ever make friendship bracelets as
a kid? Now they have them for dogs! I’ve
become a distributor for the company
because I think it’s an awesome concept. It’s
a high-end vegan leather collar with gold
plated hardware for your best friend, and
a matching bracelet for you to show your
connection. How cool! I have a variety of
collars in stock. I can also get any collar from
the company in a few days.
Check them out! www.friendshipcollar.com
You can order directly from me!

Just the Basics, please…
When you think of ‘basic’ obedience skills;
what comes to mind? For most people, it’s
Sit, Down, Heel, Come & Stay. While these are
certainly very useful cues, they should not be
the only foundation of your education
program. If you teach focus and impulse
control, you will create a much more stable
dog. Look, Touch, Sit, Place and Loose Leash
Walking are my foundation skills. Once we
have mastered these; we can build up to
anything! For most people, they are also
more practical than their obedience ring
cousins… for example; when you are taking a
stroll down the street, do you actually expect
your dog to do a formal heel; with military
style turns and attention locked on you the
entire distance? Or are you happy to just
wander along, with a nice loose leash. For
most, Loose Leash Walking is what they are
really aiming for; it just gets lost in the
translation. Think about your end goal, and
build up a vocabulary to help you get through
your day to day interactions!
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Leash Reactivity Continued…
You can see how this is then a very vicious cycle as these dogs then are
also at the peril of the first R - reduction! Dog-dog aggression as a
consequence of initial over-arousal, exuberance and subsequent
frustration is one of the least considered aspects of preventative dog
training and a hole in many people’s dog training.
The third R is RESTRAINT. We have discussed how anxiety and fear
responses can be perpetuated on leash and how frustration can develop.
Now, the last thing you would want in this situation is to add some arousal
in there!
Let’s imagine a dog pulling ahead on its harness or collar, maybe with the
owner screaming to slow down or “heel” behind him/her. Now let’s
imagine another scenario, restraining for a race to a toy, restraining for
agility equipment or restraining for a recall. Anybody see the similarity?
Restraints are used in dog training to build arousal into the subsequent
behavior or behavior chain, but that’s the last thing we want when
presented with a trigger of fear or frustration. That’s dangerous! But it’s
exactly what happens when dogs pull ahead on the leash when they see
a trigger - they restrain themselves for some very inappropriate behaviors
that may include redirecting onto you! Not ideal!!
It’s really important to remember that this “restrain” can be a result of
the owner too. Tightening the leash because you are worried about how
your dog will behave when presented with something means that the dog
probably shouldn’t be in that situation in the first place and will only make
it worse, increasing the arousal associated with the situation.
So these make up the 3Rs of the development of leash reactivity BUT
what can we do about it? How can we negate the 3Rs?? ...Coming up
next!
Article reprinted with permission from Absolute Dogs! (wwwabsolutedogs.com)

Create a Problem Solving pup!
When your dog is presented with a novel challenge, does he approach it
with gusto? Or does he stare at you waiting for direction? Or even worse,
run and hide until the strange thing goes away? You can help you dog learn
to problem solve and try new things with a box and a handful of treats!
Pick a box that’s low to the ground, and big enough for your dog to get in.
Lay it on the floor and sit next to it. Anytime your dog interacts with the
box; reward! Does he nose it around? Toss a treat! Does he paw at it?
Reward! Does he try stepping in it? Praise that puppy! He will learn to
keep trying new things to see what makes the treats appear!
Don’t give him any cues, and don’t try to force an interaction; just be
patient and wait; see what he does! Reward any effort to encourage him
to try new things!
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10 Rules of Recall
1. There is a statistic that states it takes 9000
successful recalls to imprint the reaction on
your dog. Every time you have a failed attempt,
the counter goes back to 0. SO– don’t call your
dog unless you know he’s going to come!

movement, etc..). This is actually true for all
commands… if you ask him for something, and
he doesn’t do it – you can say no, you can try to
get his attention, but you don’t want to repeat
the command over and over, without some
input from him.

2. Reward your dog *every* time he comes – like
it’s the best thing he’s ever done. Praise, play, 7. Train in the voice you’re going to use. If he learns
treats – at least a minute. You have to make it
to recall with a soft, sweet ‘come here buddy’,
worth his while to be with you, and not chasing
and then he gets out and you shriek ‘Ahhh!
the squirrel or whatever. No cheerio rewards!
Come! Get Over Here!’ in an octave that
shatters glass; he’s not going to have any idea
what you want. Practice training in a voice loud
3. Recalls must always be positive. No matter how
enough to be heard, but not scary… and use
much you want to wring his neck – you can’t let
that voice always!
him know that! If I were screaming at you,
would you want to come over and hang out
with me? If I managed to persuade you to come 8. Practice recall games. Make them really fun.
over, and then yelled at you – would you want
Find the things that makes your dog come
to come near me again?
running to you. Most dogs have a pretty good
hunt/chase drive – so toss something for him to
go after, then run the opposite way and see if
4. Don’t muddy your recall word with casual
you can get him to chase you…that kind of stuff
expressions. Let’s go, This way, Over here, Hurry
Up… are all fine to provide general
direction…but Sunny, Come! Should mean he 9. Learn to be more exciting than the rest of the
comes and makes contact with you (and ideally
world! More interesting than the squirrel, more
sits in front of you)
entertaining than the dead thing on the side of
the trail, more enticing than the bunny rabbit
tracks in the thicket.
5. Do not use your recall word when you can’t
enforce it – especially during training. (back to
rule 1)
10.Learn to read your dog. You have a far better
chance of getting a good recall *before* he
takes off. Once he’s in full drive, its going to be
6. Do not repeat your recall word over and over.
hard to get his attention. Call him in to you
You will teach him to ignore it. You must get
before there’s trouble. Don’t wait to see his
some sort of reaction from your dog before
tail!
saying it again. (Head turn, stop in
Next issue – 10 Games to Reinforce your Recall!

Visit our Website!
www.reachk9.com

Follow us on Facebook:
REACH K9

Lure vs. Bribe vs. Reward
If you’ve worked with me, you know I use food with most dogs to help them
learn and understand. There are many trainers that don’t. They claim the dog
gets too reliant on the food, and won’t perform the behavior when the treats
aren’t present. That’s what happens when the lure turns to a bribe. So let’s
talk about the difference.
A LURE is used in the very beginning stages of learning to help get the dogs
body to do something. We will use teaching sit as an example. We don’t want
to push on our dogs hips, we want them to find the position on their own – but
we can help them do that but using a small piece of food held just over their
head. When they lift their head up, their hips naturally tuck under, and their
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Lure vs. Bribe vs. Reward Continued
butt hits the ground. We mark it and reward. We practice this a few times before we ever introduce the word
‘sit’. The LURE helps him figure out the position, our praise helps capture the action. As soon as he starts
putting the two together – we FADE OUT THE LURE! That’s the step that everyone misses. They don’t take
away the help.
A REWARD is given AFTER the action is performed. It must be earned. If we asked the dog to sit, and he does
so – then he gets the reward. It’s his paycheck. We don’t offer it up front. We ask, he performs, he gets paid.
It doesn’t always have to be food! Play, affection, some free time to sniff – all make very good incentives.
A BRIBE is what happens when we get frazzled! When our dog isn’t paying attention, and we can’t get him to
focus, and we pull out a treat and wave it around in front of his nose hoping to get him to listen – that’s a
BRIBE. We don’t bribe our dogs! It doesn’t help, and it creates the dog that is reliant on food to perform.
When a dog knows he can wait you out and ignore you until you offer him something
worthy of his attention, you’re in trouble when you don’t have anything to give!
If the dog knows what you’re asking for, you need to get compliance before you pull
out that treat! If he doesn’t know what you’re asking, then you need to help him. (and
remember – just because he knows ‘sit’ in his living room doesn’t mean he knows it on
the town green with lots of distractions. Always pay attention to the environment. If
it’s a very different scene from what your dog is used to, help him out!)

Level Up!
yet?

page for Training

events!
Find us on facebook
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